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QUESTION 1

You are configuring a BusinessWorks mapping and you have dragged and dropped a complex item from the process
data side to a complex item on the activity input side of the mapper. What are two questions asked by the pop-up
Mapping Wizard to complete this? (Choose two.) 

A. Are you sure? 

B. Make a copy of? 

C. For each, make a copy of? 

D. Inspect structures for compatibility? 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three alert properties can be configured from TIBCO Administrator? (Choose three.) 

A. schedule 

B. clear timer 

C. message text 

D. clear condition 

E. low, medium, or high level 

F. first occurrence or every occurrence 

Correct Answer: CEF 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two components may be used to specify BusinessWorks user authorization? (Choose two.) 

A. Corporate LDAP 

B. TIBCO Domain Utility 

C. TIBCO Administrator GUI 

D. TIBCO Administrator Installer 

Correct Answer: AC 

 



QUESTION 4

When two BusinessWorks Domains share a common network infrastructure, which three must be designed to avoid
conflicts? (Choose three.) 

A. LDAP objects 

B. JMS destinations 

C. XML namespaces 

D. Rendezvous subjects 

E. TIBCO BusinessWorks project names 

F. TIBCO BusinessWorks Domain names 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two are configured for a generic TIBCO Adapter subscriber? (Choose two.) 

A. HTTP port 

B. queue size 

C. transport type 

D. session reference 

E. adapter server name 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

You have a FTP Get activity which ftp\\'s files from a server which is sporadically off-line. What technique can be used
to periodically retry this activity when the ftp service connection fails? 

A. You create an error transition out of the FTP Get through a Sleep activity and back into the FTP Get. 

B. You place the FTP Get in a subprocess and have the subprocess activate the Generate Error activity when the ftp
server is down. 

C. You place the FTP Get in a group of type Repeat-On-Error-Until-True. The true condition can be used to limit the
number of attempts with an option to suspend the job. 

D. You place the FTP Get in a subprocess and condition the call with Repeat-On-Error-Until-True. The true condition
can be used to limit the number of attempts with an option to suspend the job. 

Correct Answer: C 



 

 

QUESTION 7

Assume you are using one machine to host multiple TIBCO Administration Domains. What are two disadvantages of
this architecture? (Choose two.) 

A. The architecture introduces a single point of failure. 

B. The architecture complicates domain resource isolation. 

C. The architecture complicates domain backup procedures. 

D. The architecture does not facilitate centralized administrative resources. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two sources can be used to configure an alert? (Choose two.) 

A. Global Variable 

B. shared resource 

C. TIBCO Designer 

D. TIBCO Administrator 

E. TIBCO Hawk process archive 

F. TIBCO Hawk custom rulebase 

Correct Answer: DF 

 

QUESTION 9

You are developing an application which consists of multiple data producers and multiple data consumers which will be
distributed across several host systems in the corporate campus network. You require guaranteed message delivery
services and you would like to place all the persistent messages on a common RAID system. Which message type
would be appropriate? 

A. Rendezvous multicasting with reliable messaging 

B. Rendezvous Certified Message producers and consumers 

C. JMS topics with persistent publishers and durable subscribers 

D. JMS queues with persistent producers and persistent consumers 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 10

Which activity should you choose when you want to write the output of any or all activities and process variables to a file
and/or stdout? 

A. Notify activity 

B. Mapper activity 

C. Inspector activity 

D. Write File activity 

E. Render Data activity 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What are the implications of selecting HTTPS over HTTP or Rendezvous as the transport between a deployed service
and TIBCO Administrator? 

A. faster initialization, secure connection 

B. slower initialization, secure connection 

C. faster initialization, non-secure connection 

D. slower initialization, non-secure connection 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Place the list of steps in the sequence required to accomplish a deployment. 

Select and Place: 



Correct Answer: 
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